Introduction
The stability and transition of the boundary-layer flow due to a rotating disk has attracted considerable interest in recent decades and continues to be an area of flourishing research. The pioneering study of Gregory et al. [1] contains the first observation of the stationary cross-flow vortices on a rotating disk. These instabilities were explained theoretically using a high Reynolds number linear stability analysis. Malik [2] presents the first comprehensive numerical study concerning the convective stationary disturbances, computing the curves of neutral stability using a sixth-order system of linear disturbance equations. Utilising a parallel-flow approximation as well as including the effects of streamline curvature and Coriolis force Malik demonstrates that there exists two distinct neutral branches. An upper-branch due to the cross-flow instability, termed type I and a lower-branch attributed to external streamline curvature, termed type II. These numerical results were verified by the linear asymptotic analysis of Hall [3] . He recovered the type I solution presented by Gregory et al. [1] (later corrected by Gajjar [4] ) and showed that an additional short-wavelength mode exists, its structure being fixed by a balance between viscous and Coriolis forces. This mode corresponds directly to the type II branch.
Lingwood [5] investigated the role of absolute instability showing that the boundary-layer on a rotating disk of infinite extent is locally absolutely unstable at Reynolds numbers in excess of a critical value. The value of the critical Reynolds number agrees exceptionally well with experimental data, 2 leading to Lingwood's hypothesis that absolute instability plays a part in turbulent transition on the rotating disk. Subsequently, Davies and Carpenter [6] investigated the global behaviour of the absolute instability of the rotating disk boundary-layer. By direct numerical simulations of the linearised governing equations they were able to show that the local absolute instability does not produce a linear global instability, instead suggesting that convective behaviour eventually dominates at all the Reynolds numbers. Their conclusion was that absolute instability was not involved in the transition process through linear effects. More recently, Pier [7] demonstrated explicitly that a nonlinear approach is required to explain the self-sustained behaviour of the rotating disk flow. Using the result of Huerre and Monkewitz [8] that the presence of local absolute instability does not necessarily give rise to linear global instability; Pier suggested that the flow has a primary nonlinear global mode (fixed by the onset of the local absolute instability) which has a secondary absolute instability that triggers the transition to turbulence.
Extending the rotating disk theory Lingwood [9] and Lingwood and Garrett [10] considered the BEK system of rotating boundary-layer flows, named as such as it encompasses a family of rotating flows including the Bödewadt, Ekamn and von Kármán boundary layers. They show that as the Rossby number increases the flows become increasingly unstable in both the convective and absolute senses. Noting that the onset of convective and absolute instability occurs almost simultaneously at very low Reynolds number in the Bödewadt boundary-layer. Numerous other studies have utilised and modified the numerical scheme employed by Lingwood [5] . Garrett and Peake [11] consider the stability and transition of the boundary-layer on a rotat-ing sphere whilst Garrett et al. [12] investigate the cross-flow instability of the boundary-layer on a rotating cone. One particularly interesting extension, with respect to the von Kármán boundary-layer, is the temperaturedependent viscosity study of Jasmine and Gajjar [13] . The authors introduce a viscosity model based on an inverse linear function of temperature, controlled by the small parameter . They conclude that the stability of the flow is particularly sensitive to changes in viscosity and even for small positive values of the flow is much more unstable compared to the constant viscosity case defined by = 0.
In the current paper we examine the linear convective instability of the boundary-layer on a rotating disk for power-law fluids. This work is essentially a development stemming from the linear asymptotic study of Griffiths et al. [14] who hypothesised that shear-thinning fluids may have a stabilising effect on the flow. Following the approach of Malik [2] we compute curves of neutral stability that can then be directly compared to the asymptotic predictions of Griffiths et al. [14] . A brief review of the inconsistencies regarding steady mean flow solutions for this problem is given by Griffiths et al. [14] , and for the reasons outlined therein we restrict our attention to flows with moderate levels of shear-thinning. The interested reader is referred to Denier and Hewitt [15] for an in-depth analysis. In §2 the solution of the boundarylayer equations that give the steady mean flow profiles is described and the unsteady perturbation equations for the system are derived. The convective instability analysis is conducted in §3, where our theoretical predictions are compared with existing asymptotic results and linear convective growth rates are discussed. Finally, our conclusions are presented in §4.
Formulation
We consider the flow of a steady incompressible power-law fluid due to an infinite rotating plane located at z * = 0. The plane rotates about the z * -axis with angular velocity Ω * . The motion of the fluid is in the positive z * direction, the fluid is infinite in extent and the only boundary is located at z * = 0. In a rotating frame of reference the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are expressed as
Here 
The governing relationship for μ * (γ * ) when considering a power-law fluid is
where m * is the consistency coefficient and n is the dimensionless power-law index, with n > 1, n < 1 corresponding to shear-thickening and shearthinning fluids, respectively. For n = 1 we recover the Newtonian viscosity model.
In the Newtonian limit an exact solution of (1) exists, as was first determined by von Kármán [16] . However, no such solution exists for flows with n = 1. It is only in the large Reynolds number limit that the leading order boundary-layer equations admit a similarity solution analogous to the exact Newtonian solution. The governing boundary-layer equations are
with the viscosity functionμ * given bỹ
Here (Ũ * 0 ,Ṽ * 0 ,W * 0 ) are the leading order velocity components andP * 1 is the leading order fluid pressure term.
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We introduce the generalisation of the classic Newtonian similarity solution in order to solve for the steady mean flow relative to the disk. The dimensionless similarity variables are defined by
where
.
Here (U, V, W ) are the dimensionless radial, azimuthal and axial base flow velocities, respectively, P is the pressure and ν * = m * /ρ * is the kinematic viscosity. The dimensionless similarity coordinate is
is the non-dimensionalising lengthscale. Thus the base flow is determined from the following set of non-linear ordinary differential equations:
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to η and
1 We note the difference between (5d) when compared with (A1) of Denier and Hewitt [15] , using the notation of the authors, the term [(n−1)/(n+1)](μF ) should be multiplied by −η, thus allowing for the above simplification. Using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta quadrature routine twinned with a Newton iteration scheme to determine the values of the unknowns U (0) and V (0) the set of ordinary differential equations are solved subject to
Denier and Hewitt [15] have shown that bounded solutions of (5) subject to (6) exist only in the shear-thinning case for n > 0.5, thus in this study we will consider flows with power-law index in the range 0.5 < n ≤ 1. In addition to this, for 0.5 < n < 1 we apply the asymptotic matching condition
8 at some suitably large value of η = η ∞ 1. In the Newtonian case (7) becomes singular, when n = 1 the velocity functions decay exponentially,
Cochran [17] showed that
Solutions for (U, V, W ) and μ are presented in Figure 1 . Although the formulation here is different these results are an exact reproduction of those of Griffiths et al. [14] .
The stability analysis, applied at a radius r * a , involves imposing infinitesimally small disturbances on the steady mean flow. The local Reynolds number is defined as
The non-dimensionalising velocity, pressure and time-scales are r *
and L * /(Ω * r * a ), respectively. The leading order pressure terms in the radial and azimuthal momentum equations are retained, allowing for the inclusion of the disturbance pressure terms in the respective linear disturbance equations. The instantaneous non-dimensional velocities and pressure are given
where η = η(r, z) = r (1−n)/(n+1) z and u, v, w and p are small perturbation quantities.
The dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations are linearised with respect to the perturbation quantities. In much the same way as Lingwood [5] we utilise a parallel-flow approximation in order to make the linearised perturbation equations separable in r, θ and t. Ignoring variations in the Reynolds number with radius we replace the variable r with R (n+1)/2 . Hence the linear disturbance equations are
The additional viscous termsμU andμV appear here due to the first-order cross-product terms associated with the generalised binomial expansion of the perturbed viscosity function (5e). The form ofμ is given in the Appendix.
No such terms appear in (10d) as these are found to be O(R −2 ).
The O(R −2 ) terms are neglected, and as in the rotating cone study of Garrett et al. [12] , we assume that η/R 1. The aforementioned viscous terms are also removed from this study, we appeal to the asymptotic investigation of Griffiths et al. [14] for justification of this simplification. The authors have shown that inclusive of the disturbance viscosity termsμ(U , V ), analytical asymptotic solutions are obtainable when considering the upperbranch neutral modes for 0.5 < n ≤ 1. In order to investigate the effect these viscous terms have on the type I solutions an identical asymptotic study was undertaken, comparing the two sets of solutions, both with, and without the additional terms. It transpires that the solutions obtained from the reduced system of equations do provide an excellent approximation to those presented by Griffiths et al. [14] . Comparative plots of the asymptotic neutral wavenumber and wave angle are presented in Figure 2 . Indeed, for every n in the range of interest there is a good agreement between the two sets of solutions, with the limiting asymptotic values being recovered by the approximate results as R → ∞, as observed in Figure 2 .
Having simplified the linear disturbance equations we assume that the perturbation quantities have the normal-mode form
v =v(η; α, ω, β; R)e i(αr+βθ−ωt) ,
w =ŵ(η; α, ω, β; R)e i(αr+βθ−ωt) ,
whereû,v andŵ are the spectral representations of the perturbation velocities andp is the spectral representation of the perturbation pressure. The frequency of the disturbance in the rotating frame is ω, the complex radial wavenumber is α = α r + iα i and β is the real azimuthal wavenumber.
The perturbation equations may be written as a set of six first order ordinary differential equations in the following transformed variables:
whereᾱ = R (n−1)/2 α,β = β/R and D represents differentiation with respect to η. These equations are 
Neglecting all the viscous terms the Orr-Sommerfeld equation reduces to the Rayleigh equation
We note here that
thus the definitions of the neutral wavenumber and wave angle are consistent with that of Griffiths et al. [14] .
Substitution of n = 1 into (13) does not admit the Newtonian set of perturbation equations derived by Lingwood [5] . This is because of the boundary-layer approximation used in the formulation of this problem. In order to construct steady mean flow solutions the higher order viscous terms are removed, for details see Denier and Hewitt [15] . Thus we observe this slight departure from the expected Newtonian results 2 . We comment on the implications of this departure in §3. We do note however, that (13) does indeed reduce to the corresponding Newtonian system when considered in the frame of a boundary-layer approximation, as is to be expected.
Convective stability analysis
We solve the eigenvalue problem defined by system (13) subject to the boundary conditions
for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. This eigenvalue problem will be solved for certain combinations of values of α, β and κ at each Reynolds number, R, and for the specified value of n. From these we form the dispersion relation, D(α, β, κ; R, n) = 0, at each n, with the aim of studying the convective instabilities. The step size in η was reduced and the value of infinity increased until there were no discernible differences in the numerical results. The values taken were such that the boundary layer was approximated by 2000 equally spaced data points between η = 0 and η = 20. This discretization is known to be consistent with Lingwood [5] and Garrett and Peake [18], for example, and represents an appropriate balance between accuracy and computational effort for each n.
The spatial branches are calculated using a double-precision fixed-stepsize, fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator with Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization and a Newton-Raphson linear search procedure, using a modification of the numerical code discussed in Garrett and Peake [11] . Solutions of the sixth-order system are dependent on the form (13) takes as η → ∞. From Figure 1 we observe the viscosity function μ tending to a constant gradient as η → ∞. From the governing non-linear ODEs (5) we find that
Clearly this behaviour is unphysical, predicting that fluid is entrained into the boundary-layer with unbounded viscosity as the axial distance is increased, this being a result of the boundary-layer approximation mentioned previously. Here the boundary-layer is approximated by the region 0 ≤ η ≤ 20, thus we find that generally the axial velocity component will not have converged to its constant limiting value within the confines of the boundary-layer region. This is due to the strong dependence the function W has on the fluid index n as it decays to the far-field, as noted by Denier and Hewitt [15] .
Indeed, the computational boundary-layer thickness could be extended to ensure the use of fully converged steady mean flow results when solving system (13), however, this proves to be computationally very expensive. We find that increasing η ∞ beyond η ∞ = 20 does not serve to provide any significantly more accurate results. Thus, in much the same way as the study of Garrett and Peake [18], we conclude that in this case, the cramping of the boundary-layer does not cause major inaccuracies when solving (13) subject to (16) .
In order to investigate the structure of the spatial branches at each n, we solve the dispersion relation for α whilst marching through values of β at fixed R. For each n in the particular range of interest two spatial branches determine the convective instability characteristics of the system. Figure 3 shows the structure of these two branches in the complex α-plane when n = 0.8 for R = 700 and R = 745, we note that these plots have been constructed in the unscaled α axes as opposed to the scaledᾱ axes. A branch lying below the line α i = 0 indicates convective instability. Branch 2 ceases to exist when analysing the Orr-Sommerfeld equation (14), indicating that it has to arise from streamline curvature effects. We observe from Figure 3 that at R = 745 there has been an exchange of modes. The modified branch 1 now determines the region of convective instability. Increasing the value of R causes the peak between the two minima on branch 1 to move downwards discrepancy between our boundary-layer results for the case when n = 1 and the exact Newtonian results ( = 0) of Jasmine and Gajjar [13] . On the upper-branch Jasmine and Gajjar [13] report critical values of R = 287.2 with κ = 0.3927 and φ = 11.40
• whilst on the lower-branch the critical values are given as R = 451.4 with κ = 0.1402 and φ = 19.50
• . In both cases the value of the critical Reynolds number presented here is marginally reduced due to the inaccuracies associated with the boundary-layer approximation at these relatively small Reynolds numbers. As mentioned previously this boundary-layer approximation is necessary in order to construct steady mean Newtonian results of Jasmine and Gajjar [13] . 
Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated that the stationary convective instabilities, associated with rotating disk flows, are amenable to numerical investigation when considering fluids that adhere to the power-law relationship. By reformulating the derivation of the base flow velocities we have constructed a new sixth-order system of linear stability equations dependent on the power-law index. The results presented in this study help to confirm previous suggestions that shear-thinning fluids have a stabilising effect on the flow, see Griffiths et al. [14] for details. We find that on both the type I and II modes the onset of linear convective instability is delayed as n decreases, the critical Reynolds number is increased and the linear convective growth rates are significantly reduced. Furthermore, a decrease in n results in the wavenumber and wave angle neutral curves undergoing a shift from the left to the right, effectively expanding the region of stable flow.
Direct comparisons have been made between the upper-branch asymptotic predictions of Griffiths et al. [14] and the wavenumber and wave angle neutral stability curves. There is an excellent agreement for all n in the large Reynolds number limit. A necessary asymptotic assumption is that R 1.
Thus the validity of these results diminishes somewhat as R decreases, hence we observe the slight departure from the numerical solutions in this case.
Two important approximations have been made during the completion of this work, we discuss these here. Firstly, instead of considering the full-field equations one must appeal to a boundary-layer approximation in order to obtain steady mean flow solutions. This has an effect on the ensuing derivation of the sixth-order system of linear stability equations. Consequently,
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we find that reduction of this system to Newtonian form does not admit the governing equations stated by Lingwood [5] , instead a number of minor simplifications are observed. As a result the formulation of the Orr-Somerfeld equation (14) is also modified. However, when solving for the case n = 1 we find that the results are comparable to those of previous Newtonian studies.
Essentially use of the boundary-layer approximation decreases the critical Reynolds number on the type I and II modes predicting an advancement of the onset of linear convective instability. Thus, in the Newtonian case at least, the results presented here are considered to be less stable than those derived from the system of full-field equations. Secondly, in order to simplify the linear disturbance equations (10) this is outside the scope of the current study.
Besides the above directions, there are other areas for future work on this problem. The lower-branch stationary modes could also be studied asymptotically. It would be advantageous to be able to compare these predictions with our numerical results. Indeed initial investigations into this problem have begun; we hope to report on this study in due course.
Appendix A. Disturbance viscosity function
The disturbance viscosity functionμ is given bŷ
We note that the above is directly equivalent to the functionμ given in (19) of Griffiths et al. [14] .
Appendix B. Perturbation equations
Lingwood [5] gives the exact Newtonian perturbation equations as The κ 2 v terms vanish when appealing to a boundary-layer approximation. Thus we see that substitution of n = 1 into (13) does admit the corresponding Newtonian boundary-layer set of perturbation equations.
